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Our semiannual Conference took place on October 6th and 7th of this year in
Newport Beach, California and was devoted to the theme:
~’Knoxying the truth & knowinG about the truth. "
The Couference featured a telephone exchange between the participants in
California and Dr. Hora in New York. This dialogue elicited a long and lively
discussion among all and resulted in many inspired realizations.
Following are examples of this event and of the presentations by Jan and Ann
Linthorst.
SPIRITUA L AWARENESS
Question: I have been .1.ate!y th’nkhag about the "Omniactive Mind. :" i have been
attempting to listen to Omniactive Mind. When I do that, it seems that nothing
comes. I wait ar.d wait and I wonder if I am doing something wrong. Do i have
to be more patient, or what?
Dr. Hora: It is not like being on the phone with God, you know.
Question: What is it like ?
Dr. Hora: It is like P. A. G. Z.* There is a certain quality of attention fertile
with intelligent ideas. There is a sense of assurance snd gratitude. Things tend
to work for good; everybody likes you, nobody is antagonizing you, wherever you
turn you fin~ helpful solutions and life seems to be just flowing without unusual
difficulties. It is a quality of attention which is void of calculative thinking and is
in conscious contact with the divine Mind.
Comment: So the basic issue which comes to mind when we are waiting for God
may not have an intellectual content, rather it is a spiritual awareness of P.A.G.’L.
It may not be something we could put in words.
Dr. Hora: Right.
Come, end: And if we put it in words then that is not really the substance of it
either.
Dr. Hora: The fruit of meditation is primarily P. A. G.L. When you have P. A. G. L.
you have an open channel to Infinite Love-Intelligence and surprisingly things go
well during the day, and perhaps you lose certain symptoms, some healings take
place, and various good things happen. Usually, there is an element of "Ah! Thank
you" in it.
Question: Dr. Hora, I know about P.A.G.E. and have an inkling of it, but when I
look at my life I find myself mostly dwelling in a consc.~.ousness of ego-confirmation.
Peace, Assurance, Gratitude, Love

2 Dr. Hora: It is good to know about 1~. A. G. L. before you can actually realize it.
You are learning about the meaning of preblems and about the healing of pl-oblems,
and you are developing the capacity for this special type of attentiveness,, it is
attentiveness to divine Reality and this provides you with P. A. G.L. Then you
know you are on the beam. You become less and less self-confirmato-ry in your
habits, thoughts, and speech. After a while you becorne aware of the fact that
you areconnected with a Higher Intelligence which is Supporting you and
providing you with intelligent ideas. This, in turn, is helping you to live more
effectively. There is less friction and strain. As aresult of it you are becorr.ing
healthier. This is what the study of aaaetap~ychiatry gives you. Metapsychiatry is
helping you to make contact with God and maintain that contact.
Comment: I am trying to do that, but in my daily life I see myself eg6-confirmatory and i don’t see the truth being validated, I remain self-confirmatory and
interpersonal.
Dr. Hora: "Interpersonal’ and "self-confirmatory" these are not cuss words, you
know. It is a universal way of thinking in unenlightened man; we donot condemn
ourselves, we bec6me aware of this tendency. When the focus is God., omniactive
Love-Intelligence, we begin to. see ourselves as expressions of this higher Intelligence, and under the influence of it. So we turn away from our egos and establish
contact with that Intelligence, and this is governing our lives. This is called
"spiritual blessedness;" here we are aware of the fact that we are loved an.d ca.red
for, looked after and supplied With the necessary intelligence to be. healthy and
effective in our daily living.
UMBRE LLA CONSCIOUSNESS
The opening remarks to the CoIfference were made by Ann Linthorst as fol!ows:
"~Vhat is the truth We seek to know? It is Reality, the true nature of Reality.

)

What we ordinarily know is thoughts, especially those thoughts which constitute
the particular story by which we identify "myself" and "my life." These thoughts,
¯ clung to mentally, form a sort of "umbrella" in conscousness, which is mistaken
for Reality. Just as, if we hold an umbrella over our heads, when we look up we
will see not the sky, which is there and is the same for everybody, but the details
of our particular umbrella, even so, our sense of personhood hides from us "the
truth of what really is." It becomes a false or counterfeit reality.
¯ hus, self-confirmatory ideation can be seen to be ~he basic existential mistake
of hum,an thinking. For every~ime one l~iks about oneself as a person, one is
actually affirming an alternative view of reality which is both mistaken and selfde st ructive.
When we know about the truth, we. intellectually acknowledge that "the sky:’
is there, yet our individual umbrellas stay firmly in place; our own basic thought
structures remain unexamined and unchanged. But when we know the truth, Reality
obtains in consciousness, displacing and dissolvhng the false sense of reality with its
problems.. Thus principle 10 of M’etapsychiatry: the understanding of what really
is abolishes all that seems to be. Thus, the Truth is not something the personal
"I" can know. The realization of the Truth is the realization that God is the only
"I am." The Truth is not something for persons to utilize for and at their convenience.
)
In the beginning we do not clearly see that the real problem is actually this false
rea_._ty
"~ as sociated with personal sense, and so we keep trying to solve problenas
w-~thout giving up self-confirmatory ideation. ~3ut as we observe the operation of these
thoughts in consciousness and in life, it becomes more and more clear that in
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personhood, we have everything to lose and nothing to gain. And then truth is
increasingly wel.comed into consciousness.

A WORK/STUDY SESSION
Ann Linthorst also introduced a "work/study" session during the Conference. The

task consisted of studyinga problem in jtux~aposition with a verse of the Bible or a
paragrapgh or chapter from Dialogues. The Runner’ s Bible was~’recommended
for readily finding helpful verses, and Dialogues were suggested for their succinct-.
heSS. The idea behind this method ~,as that any succinct staten~ent of universal
truth contains an answer to any particular problem or question. Therefore, the
student was instructed to:
I. Write do%vn a problem briefly. When we just "think" about a problen~ we
may remain vague and undefined. To write.it down briefly helps us to get clearly
into focus what we are thinking.
2. %%rrite down a verse or statement or paragraph expressing a universal
truth. Writing it down already helps in thinking about it.
3. Study the problem in the light of the t~luth by con~_pmring, contemplating,
listening, and looking for the light which this state~-nent throws on the problem.
4. Write down any insight which has been derived from the study. Again,
writing it down helps to move from vague though£to precise concept.
The work/study session was conducted for nearly an hour and resulted for
some in understanding both scripture texts and statements x~,ith new freshness
~nd clarity.

THE GOOD OF GOD vs, OUR OWN GOOD
"The Lord will make thee plenteous in every work of thine hand.., for good:
The Lord will rejoice over thee for good. ~’ (Deut. 30:9)
On Sunday morninD Dr. Jan Linthorst presented this text and explained that the
issue to consider for, the Conference ~is that we all are interested in the good but
that our concept of good is not al~,ays congruent with God’ s, with what really is
good. Consequently, whenever we hear of the good of God a~d the existential
principles leading towards the good of God, we son]etimes make the mistake of
assuming that these ideas will help us realize our good..Pursuing existential
ideas for our own concept of good n~.ay become evidenced in t~vo phenone.ena: a
rnetapsychiatric iifes~y!e and a jargon. It is basicaliy an attempt to fit God into
the ego-structure. %~"e don’t say" anyn~ore: "! ~ant this," but "it is more
harn~onious", but we actually want it. So also h~ looking for a job or improving
our business, we try to do this "spiritually," which is on!y a thinly disguised
form of operationalism. There is really no valid way of’doing’ something. There
are only valid existential ideas, right understanding,~_~which obtains in consci-=
ousness. They, in t.~rn, n%ake our doing intelligent. [_l, ndizative of spiritualized
consciousness is the love of spiritual qualities versus nnaterial achieven]ents,.
even when they are reflections of right understan.din~s.~A love fo.r purity, order,
harmony, gratitude, peace, and spiritual blessedness over and above all other
"good." The n,aterial evidences are only the ~hadow. The .go. od of God is
spiritual ~nd is found prinnarily, in consciousness.

4 AVAILAB L~
The tape of the entire phone conference With Dr. Hora is available for $10
plus $1 for postage and handling. (California. residents add 6% sales :tax).
Dr. Hora’ s recently published article "God in Psychiatry" is available for
$2. No postage or sales tax necessary.
A card. (5x7) with Dr. Hora’ s Meditation on the Lord’s Pr~yer and the Four
"W’ s" is available at no cost (15 postage).
" .......
A book by Ann Linthorst"A Gift of Love: Marriage as a S_piri-~ual Journey"
¯has just been published by the Paulist Press and i~available now for $9. 95
plus $I for postage and handliug. {California residents add 6% sales tax).
It may also be ordered through the local bookstore.
"Whole Child/Whole Parent" by Polly Berrien B-erends has been re-issued
{second printing by I-larper & Row) and is available now fo-- $9.95 pJus $I
for postage and handling. (California residents add 6°/0 tax), and this also
can be ordered through the local bookstore.
If youw~nt to make these and Dr. Hora’s books, more oval!able you can ask
your local bookstores to stock them and the ].ocal library to order there,.

The nexv series of ~aped lectures by Dr. Hora (tape 41 - 59) are of extraordinarily good quality. Except for a few relevant questions by students, they
are almost straight lectures. The sound quality is very good in a!l of
In ordering tapes $1 per order is required for" postage and handling.
Correspondence concerning the Newsletter or the items listed above should be
addressed to Dr. Jan Linthorst, !301 East Lincoln Avenue, Suite IF, Orange,
California 92665.
"

"Happy Holidays"

